Castaic Lake
FISHING REPORT

WEEK ENDING 08/14/2010
WATER TEMP: Mid 70’s to 80
*LOWER LAKE* Trout Plant: 01/12/2010
UPPER LAKE Main Ramp 3100 lbs: 05/24/2010
Striper fishing has slowed down a bit but the large mouth are still
biting strong. Largies can be found hanging out in about 10 to 30 feet
of water. They are really keying in on the night crawlers as well as the
plastics. Some jigs are still working to catch those deeper ones but
most of them are still shallow and will even bite off of the top. A fly
lined fluke is a great set up for the early morning and late evening
while a fly linned Senko is the way to go in the afternoon. This goes for
both the upper and lower lakes. Now the striper action at the upper
lake has been getting slower at the buoy line and Kong Island but
anglers are nabbing a few schoolie stripers off of the dam on night
crawlers. In the morning in the marina there are a few schools of
smaller stripers roaming around and you can hook with a top water
bait like a Sammy or a Fluke. There are still lots of catfish reports from
every corner of the lake. From the shoreline around the marina to the
back of Elizabeth Cyn and the buoy line anglers keep bringing up some
nice sized cats. The bait of choice for the cats are anchovies and
sardines, night crawlers, and power bait. Unfortunately the pan fish
bite at the lagoon has seen better days but you can still locate some
down by the fishing pier.

Whopper of the Week
No whoppers to report this week. Sorry.
ANGLER NAME:
HOME TOWN:
WIEGHT OF STRINGER:
BAIT/ LURE USED:
COMMENTS::

DATE:
SPECIES:
NUMBER CAUGHT: WEIGHT OF LARGEST FISH:
LOCATION CAUGHT:

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT THE MARINA AT

661-775-6232

